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 ^ '. ABSTRACT ;
 
General and Gontextrs.peeifiq col.Gr^^^ p and
 
as.sociatiGn bf cGlGrs, with sy^Gls, :and eitiGtlGn ..
 
w.Grds, were tested in 22.5 .participants usingV '9.8 PrismacGlGr,;
 
artists' pencils cGded tc Munsell: hue,^
 
saturaticn. Findings indicated that CGlGr-symbGl
 
assGciaticns increased with age. Findings alsc indicated a
 
significant ccrrelaticn between ethnicity and general
 
preference cf hue, but net cf brightness and saturaticn.
 
White participants shewed mere preferences in the purple and
 
red-purple areas cf the Munsell wheel, while Hispanic and
 
African American participants shewed mere preferences in the
 
ne hue (black, white), and red pertiens ef the Munsell
 
wheel. Ethnicity was net feund te cerrelate significantly
 
with centext-specific preferences er with dislikes ef hue,
 
brightness er saturaticn. In celcr-emcticn asscciatiens,
 
ethnicity ccrrelated significantly with hue and brightness
 
fer the werd "sad". African American, Asian and Hispanic
 
participants were mere likely tc select lew hue, lew :
 
brightness shades (i.e., black), fer the word "sad", than
 
white participants, who were mere likely tc select shades cf
 
blue er purple-blue at intermediate brightness. Ethnicity .
 
did net correlate significantly tc colors chosen for any of
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the other emotion words. Contrary to expectation, when
 
graphed on the Munsell color wheel, participant responses
 
clustered with surprising similarity, across all ethnic
 
groups. Possible reason for similarity is that all ethnic
 
groups in the sample come from the same geographic location.
 
Future ethnic groups should be tested at their native
 
geographic locations.
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^ CHAPTER ONE , .
 
OVERVIEW OF COLOR STDDIES. V
 
, rntroduction
 
^ - Human response to color is a potential tool for
 
integrating methodologies from Biological, Motivation and ,
 
Emotion, Social and Personality, and Cognitive areas of
 
psychology. Each of these areas have addressed the issue of
 
human response to color, and have enriched and complicated
 
the study with their own particular point of view.
 
Biological psycholdgists seek the answer to human response ^
 
■ to color at, the molecular and organic levels; they,dissect \ 
the eyeball, study rods and cones and nerve fibers, and 
trace the movement and transformation of electromagnetic 
impulses from the eye, to the neurochemical activities 
reaching dnto all areas of the brain. Psychologists who 
study Motivation and Emotion, look at human, response to ■ 
, color from,the ijjpiht of view of preferences for ,vari,pus
 
colors,!activation effects which various colors have on rhe
 
human organism, and associations of colors with emotions.
 
Social and Personality psychologists ask to what extent
 
human response to color is governed by and indicative of a
 
larger organizing personality and cultural-societal factors.
 
Cognitive psychologists focus on issues of perception of
 
  
color, perceptual biases, classifications of color, and .
 
cognitive schemes to explain bow color becomes associaited, '
 
with other senses;, or with apparently unrelated cohcepts. ,
 
Some of these approaches will be explored in the following
 
pages. ■■ 
An over-arching line of focus which runs through all
 
approaches to the study of human response to color, is the
 
age-old issue of nature-nurture. Is human response to color
 
determined by genetic, evolutionary, biological imperatives,
 
in which case is it a:universal phenomenon? Or, is it a
 
learned response, affected by language, and by cultural
 
customs and traditions? Or, is human response to color a
 
combination of both factors, such that evolution-based
 
responses Can be developed thrdu learning and experience
 
within the environment? (Davies & Corbett, 1997; Hupka et
 
alv, 1997; Adams & Osgood, 1973; Luscher, 1969; Schaie &
 
Heiss, 1964; Wood, 1956). In 1956, Wood captured the
 
essence of this nature-nurture issue in the following words:
 
: Responses to color are determined by
 
(a)[physiological], affective, unlearned, universal
 
components (of the color field) and (b) learned
 
elements derived largely involuntarily and
 
unconsciously from associations. In this light, the
 
normal developmental sequence of color reactions will
 
be from an affeet-dominated pattern in childhood to a
 
,	 symbol-dominated pattern with increasing maturity. As
 
the personality develops, social influences will come
 
into play so that attitudes will be determined by
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 , SQCfally meariingfu aspects of colprs.and symbols. ,
 
(Wood/ 1956, '
 
Particular attention will be paid to the issue of nature-

nurture, as the /various research approaches, to human ,
 
response :,to; color are explored.
 
of human response to color can be divided
 
into several main lines of inquiry: Associations of Color
 
with Arousal and Emotion; Color Preference; Color Names and
 
Color-Word Associations; the Physiology of Color Vision;
 
Color Vision and Brain Injuries. Studies on the Physiology
 
of Color Vision and on Color Vision and Brain-Injuries will
 
not be considered because they are not directly relevant to
 
the current study. The other approaches will be considered:
 
in the following review.
 
Before turning to the various research approaches, a
 
few statements need to be made regarding the stimulus under;
 
study: color. Many of the studies conducted before the
 
1960's yielded contradictory, confusing and frustrating
 
results because the studies failed to specify all dimensions
 
of the stimulus, color. Attempts to classify and specify
 
color are found as early as the 1600's when Agulonius and
 
Rubens proposed one continuum with black and white at either
 
end, and with all of the current hues arranged from light to
 
dark in between the two (Von Campenhansen, 2001). Since
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 Agulonius, color has developed into a multi-dimensional 
stimulus involving: hue (what we call color, or wavelength); 
valuev (wha;t^^^ brightness); chroma (saturation,; ■:^ or::what
 
we call vividness of the color); texture (matte or gloss),
 
in the case of color chips; illumination .(lighting- used;^i^^
 
the case of lamp-sources of color)! viewing backgrbuhdS; /
 
. (samples presented against white,, gray,fb will
 
appear different due to contrast effects); and lighting ,
 
cohditions for viewing colors (colors appear different under
 
.fluorescent versus halogen versus outdoor lighting)
 
(Whitfield & Whiltshire, 1990; Overheim & Wagner, 1982);.
 
One. of the most.sighificant .improvemLents . in the study of
 
color in the last thirty years, has been the ihcreasing
 
sophistication used in stimulus specification.
 
There are. numerous systems for quahtifying wavelength,
 
value and saturation: the Pantone Professional Color System
 
::(Eiseman and Herbert, 1990, cited in Ireland et al.,-1992);
 
the Ostwald System (Eysenck, 1941); the Commissien :
 
Internationale De/EGlaifage (CIE) System (Goldstone, 1995;
 
Davies & COrbett, 1997); Kodak Wratten filters for
 
monochromatic light (Wilson, 1966; Pinkerton & Humphrey,
 
1974); the Uniform Color Scales (OSA-USC)System (Sivik & ;
 
Taft, 1994; Sturges & Whitfield, 1997; Boynton, 1997;
 
Kuehni, 2000); the Natural Color System (NCS), developed in
 
Sweden from Hering's Natural Color System (Siyik & Taft,
 
1994; Sivik, 1997); the Xnter-Societal Color CognGil-

Natidnal Bureau of Standards (ISCC-NBS) System (Jacobs &
 
Hustitiyer, 1974; and, most frequently, the Munsell System
 
(Guilford & Smith, 1959; Hogg, 1969a,b; Walters et al.,
 
1982; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994; Kuehni, 2001, and many
 
others)- Color systems have various advantages and
 
disadvantages. For example, the OSA-UCS attempts to
 
calibrate equal perceptual differences at uniform increments
 
of X, y, z (hue, brightness and saturation), but has
 
insufficient samples of high-saturation shades. The NCS, oh
 
the other hand, uses Hering's opponent-process theory and
 
attempts to scale colors in terms of similarity or
 
difference from focal red, green, yellow, blue, black and
 
white, but has not been widely used in previous studies,
 
creating difficulties with comparisons of results. The
 
Munsell System has many high-saturation and redundant
 
shades, and has been widely used in previous studies, but
 
does not offer equal distances between shades. Some systems
 
focus on the actual wavelength of the physical stimulus
 
(CTE, Kodak filters), while others attempt to measure and
 
quantify actual perception (OSA-UCS, NCS,) (Overheim &
 
Wagner, 1982; Sivik & Taft, 1994); Boynton, 1997; Sivik,
 
1997; Kuehni, 2000). By far, the most frequently used
 
 system however, is the Munsell; thus, one major advantage to
 
using the Munseli System is the ability to Gompare findings
 
across many studies, (For excellent explanations of the
 
Munsell System please see D'Andrade & Egan, 1974; Oyerheim &
 
Wagner, 1.982;,-Munsell, 1970).
 
The consideration of the major lines of research now
 
follows, in this order: Associations of Color with Arousal
 
and Emotion; Color Preference; Color Names and Word
 
Associatio'ns.
 
Associations of Color with
 
; ■ Arousal .and Emotion 
This line of research offers the perspective of
 
Motiyation and Em,otion psychologists on human response to
 
color. This perspective takes two directions: studies of
 
physiological arousal in response to color, and studies of
 
associations of color with emotion. The first focus will be
 
on studies of color and arousal.
 
Psychologists who study Motivation postulate a
 
connection between physiological arousal (activation), and
 
the constructlMotivation, in one of two ways: a). the
 
organism strives to maintain one homeostatic activation
 
point by increasing or decreasing its current level of
 
activation, or b). the organism purposely reverses
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activation points between high and low activation states.
 
In the first type of theory, also known as optimal arousal
 
theory, the organism strives to maintain one ideal level of
 
activation. (Fiske and Maddi, in Maddi, 1996). In the
 
reversal type of theory, the organisms' preferences
 
fluctuate between high and low activation, depending on time
 
of day, level of activity required, health, age and
 
personality type (see Apter's theory in Walters et
 
al.,1982). Both types of activation theories rely on
 
ascending and descending reticular activation systems, which
 
form a feedback loop between the cortex and the rest of the
 
organism (Hebb, 1955; Mahnke & Mahnke, 1993).
 
Studies of arousal in response to color typically
 
involve color in the form of illumination, and involve
 
measurements of galvanic skin response (GSR), muscle tone,
 
breathing, heart rate, pulse, and self-reported activation.
 
Findings resulting from this line of research include the
 
following; longer wavelength colors increase arousal;
 
shorter wavelength colors either decrease or also increase
 
arousal (findings are inconsistent) (Wilson, 1966; Nourse &
 
Welch, 1971; Mahnke & Mahnke, 1993). Wilson, 1966 proposes
 
the following arousal pattern in response to color of
 
different wavelengths: Red>Orange>Yellow>Green<Blue<Indigo
 
<Violet. Mahnke, on the contrary, would say that the pattern
 
is:as follows: Red>Grange>Yellow>Green>Blue>Indigo>Violet.
 
Jacobs & Hustmyer, 1974, with better control of color
 
wavelength, but not of brightness or of saturation, found
 
significant differences in arousal between red and blue, but
 
not between red and green. Dunwoody, 1998, measured muscle
 
tone, with tight control for saturation and brightness, in
 
addition to wavelength (hue),and found that brightness and
 
saturation have greater effect on arousal than does hue, as
 
evidenced by increased grip strength in bright red
 
condition, but not in blue or dim red condition. Jacobs &
 
Suess, 1975, found that red and yellow correlate with
 
increased anxiety. Other researchers studied arousal by
 
assigning tasks to subjects, in environments (offices,
 
classrooms, auditoriums, etc.)of different colors. Findings
 
from these studies suggest that white rooms are more
 
relaxing and are preferred, but that learning, recall and
 
other task performances improved, and muscle tones increased
 
in the red, orange or yellow conditions. (Kwallek, 1996;
 
Birren, 1978; Farley & Grant, 1976; Ehrenwald, unpublished,
 
cited in Birren, 1978). One three-year study reported that
 
yellow, orange and green rooms correlated with 12-point
 
increases in IQ's of school children when compared to white
 
or brown .rppms, (Ertel, unpublished, reviewed in Birren,
 
1978). A few studies attempt to associate color preference
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with preferred levels of arousal These studies report that
 
preferences vary with ethnic background, geographical
 
location, age, education, time of day, and occupation
 
(Galineau, 1981; Seedfeldt, 1979; Saito, 1996; Gotz & Gotz,
 
1975). One study used response to color in an attempt to
 
support a reversal theory of activation: subjects were asked
 
to rank-order seven Munsell color pards in prder of
 
preference, every 15 minutes throughout the day, and self-

report arousal level at each ranking. Though preferences ,
 
and reported arousal were found to fluctuate throughout the
 
day, the findings could support optimal activation theory as
 
easily as the reversal theory (Walters et all, 1982). In
 
general, it is reasonable to expect that color variables
 
such as hue (wavelength purity of color), brightness, degree
 
of saturation, contrast between color samples, presentation
 
background, illumination conditions, and other experimental
 
dynamics such as temperature in the room, extraneous sounds,
 
etc., all affect autonomic response. The more a researcher
 
is able to control for all of these factors, the more valid
 
and reliable should be the results (Hopson, et al., 1971;
 
Smets, 1982; Christensen, 1961; Wilson, 1966; Nourse &
 
Welch, 1971). . : ^
 
Researchers who study response to color from the point
 
of view of physiological arousal, focus by necessity on the
 
.nature side of the■nature-nurture debate. Their perspective 
would be that human response to color originates in 
evolutionary and physiological adaptations to the cycles of 
night and day (dark blue: night time, rest; yellow/orange: 
day time, activity); and to adaptation to the activities of 
survival (red: blood, fire, hunting; versus green: 
planting, gathering, passive self-preservation) . (Luscher, 
1969) . This perspective could be viewed as being relevant 
to Bering's opponent-process theory, which also juxtaposes 
blue/yellow and red/green, and could lead to an emphasis of 
response to color as a phenomenon that is hard-wired into 
human biology (Boynton, 1979) . To psychologists who study 
arousal, human response to color is based on automatic 
nervous system response to times of day and to environmental 
cues, and are then integrated with affective and cognitive 
(higher cortex) functions (Luscher, 1969; Hupka et al., 
1997) . ■' >■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ 
The integration of arousal with higher cortex functions 
takes us to the Color-Emotion association line of research. 
This line of research typically uses color samples on paper, 
and measures emotional response via instruments such as the 
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance emotional model, the Emotional 
Profiles Index, and the Osgood Atlas of Affective Meanings 
(Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994; Aaronson, 1970; Adams & Osgood, 
10, 
1973)• Other studies use semantic differential bipolar
 
lists of adjectives such as happy--sad, and require ratings
 
of colors on Likert scales (Hogg, 1969a; Sivik & Taft,
 
1994). Still others require subjects to associate colors
 
with words describing mood (Wexner, 1954; Schaie, 1961a;
 
Gerard, 1958). Some researchers require subjects to Q-sort
 
cards or to build color-pyramids in response, to mood factors
 
(Schaie 1961b; Schaie & Heiss, 1964; Bjerstedt, I960;).
 
When studying color-affect associations in children,
 
researchers employ sad/happy stories, boxes of various
 
colors, drawings of happy or sad faces on different-color
 
boy and girl silhouettes, or verbal reports (Yoshikawa et
 
all, 1970; Buckalew & Bell, 1985; Boyatzis & Varghese,
 
1994). Some researchers attempt to induce emotion and then
 
solicit color preference (Ziems & Christman, 1998), and
 
others research color-affect associations in normal versus
 
mentally ill subjects (Grotto & Hafner, 1980). This line of
 
research also suffers at times from failure to specify
 
stimuli in terms of hue, brightness, saturation,
 
illumination and viewing conditions, but the findings
 
overall appear more consistent, possibly because the
 
dependent measures do not necessitate the degree of
 
precision and finesse required by measurements of autonomic
 
response. Overall, red appears associated with excitement
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or anger,and hostility; blue is associated with security
 
and tenderness; yellow is associated with \cheerfulness or
 
with fear; gray and black are associated with sadness or
 
despair. Other studies report that- emotional associations
 
have to do with brightness and saturation, more than with
 
actual hue (Adams & Osgood, 1973; Aaronson, 1970; D'Andrade
 
& Egan, 1974; Hemphill, 1996; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994;
 
Wexner, 1954; Frank, 1976; Yoshikawa et al., 1970; Smets,
 
1982; Whitfield & Wiltshire, 1990).
 
In terms of the nature-nurture perspective. Emotion
 
psychologists remain on the side of nature in their focus on
 
human response to color, close to the transition that
 
occurs from arousal to affect. This arousal-to-affect
 
transition is postulated by a variety of theories starting
 
with Hebb, 1955, who defined emotion as the organizer of
 
activation. The idea of emotion as mental representations
 
of increasing or decreasing levels of activation, has been
 
considered by theorists such as James ,1890 and Ax, 1953,
 
who held that autonomic arousal is different for each
 
emotion; by Cannon, 1927, and Schatcher, 1962, who held that
 
arousal is the same for all emotions, while variations of
 
emotional experience are caused by intensity or extent of
 
arousal; and by Lindley, 1951 & 1957, who postulated
 
involvement of reticular formation in the transformation of
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emotion-stimuli into . emotional experience., . (Please'see :
 
Izard, for a, review of these itheorists). Emotion as.
 
activation has also been studied by Tomkins,1984, who
 
postulated 9 basic emotions experienced as increasing,
 
decreasing, or stable levels of activation; and by Ekman,
 
1984, who found varying autonomic responses with varying
 
emotional states or emotional facial expressions. These
 
theories, connecting arousal with emotion, would argue for
 
color as an autonomic/ universal respdnse, based in nature
 
and in evolution.
 
Color Preference
 
Although Motivation and Emotion psychologists
 
frequently offer the argument that color preference
 
indicates desired or current level of arousal or emotional
 
state. Color Preference as a line of research is considered
 
separately from the Arousal and Emotion category in order to
 
highlight the perspectives presented by other fields such as
 
Personality and Social Psychology.
 
Personality factors have been associated with response
 
to color in many studies: warm and achromatic colors—
 
introversion; cool, bright and Saturated colors-­
extroversion (Robinson, 1975; Bjerstedt, 1960; Obonai &
 
Matsuoka, 1956; Choungourian, 1972; Gotz & Gotz, 1975);
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color preference arid overall self-descriptiori arid field
 
dependency (Charles & Moyer, 1992; Todd, 1973; color
 
preference and sense of social responsibility (Riffenburgh/
 
1959); Color preference and anxiety (Nelson et al., 1984;
 
Jacobs & Suess, 1975; Ireland et al., 1992); color
 
preference (red) and sensation seeking and arousal (Nelson
 
et al., 1984; Hooke et al., 1975). Most of these studies
 
correlate preferences of color samples with scores on
 
personality inventories. Along this line of color-

personality association, full personality inventory tests
 
using color, have been designed, and have met with
 
considerable criticism. One such personality assessment
 
tool, the Luscher color test, uses a set of eight color
 
cards which are ranked in order of preference, and then
 
interpreted as personality factors. The test has been found
 
marginally useful for detecting anxiety in schizophrenic and
 
normal subjects, but otherwise not useful (Cernovsky &
 
Lakshman, 1988) Holmes & Buchanan,1984, found that
 
subjects were more likely to select favorite colors which
 
were not available in the test, if given the choice.
 
Donnelly, 1977, ;found general agreement between the Luscher
 
Color Test and the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis, in
 
the assessment of temperament, but criticized the Luscher
 
test for failing to provide more specific personality
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descriptions. Donnelly also- questions the usefulness of the
 
Luscher test based on the fact that the test was developed
 
in Europe from the study of more than thirty thousand male-

only subjects; the test is thus not recommended for studying
 
American male or any female subjects. Other personality
 
tests using color include the Color Pyramid Technique,
 
developed by Schaie and Heiss, 1964 and involving the
 
building of three pyramidal shapes of various colors. This
 
test has been criticized by Bjerstedt, 1960, fox yielding
 
limited information while being time-consuming; Bjerstedt
 
suggested a revision, the Paired Color Pattern Device, in
 
which many ready-built pyramidal patterns are presertted for
 
preference ratings; according to Bjerstedt, the revision
 
allows more selection choices, which should hopefully lead
 
to better assessments, and it allows for the convenience of
 
group administration. So far, personality testing using
 
color preference does not look very promising.
 
The next main perspective on color preference comes
 
from the Social Psychologists. This perspective is less
 
interested in the personality of any one individual person,
 
and more interested in group and cultural considerations,
 
These researchers use many of the same tools used by the
 
Personality psychologists, but they are interested in
 
comparing color preference across gender, age, occupation.
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 ethnic groiip, and Gultujrai background. ;As examples: 
Eysenck, ■ 1941, tested color preference in over seven 
thousand men and over six thousand women, and found high 
agreement across GUltures and gSndet; blue, red, green are 
most preferred, with blue almost always in the first spot. 
Granger, 1955, would generally agree, but would insert blue-
green and green between blue and red, as far as order of 
preference. Other researchers found instability in color 
preference, and found that men were more likely to prefer 
darker colors while women were more likely to prefer 
brighter colors (Guilford & Smith, 1959; Gelineau, 1981; 
Hemphill, 1996). Zold et al., 1986, found that uneducated 
men and women preferred colors of higher saturation— more 
vivid, brassier—than educated men and women. Whitfield, 
1984, found a difference in color preference in married men 
and women versus non-married men and women, across three
 
styles of indoor decor. From the study, it appears that
 
after marriage, women do most of the indoor decorating.
 
Hogg, 1969b, found that medium brightness and saturations
 
are preferred over extremes. Generally, studies conducted by
 
social psychologists find that participant factors such as
 
age, gender, personality, ethnic grouping, etc., are related
 
to reactions to color, and to color preference ^ :
 
: Studies on color preference also offer perspectives on
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the issue of nature-nurture. Overall, the transition from
 
arousal to affect, to personality, to social patterns of
 
preference, tends to place color preference in the middle of
 
the nature/nurture debate. Concepts such as Hebb's 1955
 
reticular sensory-cortical feedback loop, which transforms
 
arousal into a cognitive experience, would place color
 
preference on the nature side; concepts such as Maddi's
 
1996 exteroceptive (external) versus, interoceptive
 
(internal) sources of activation, tilts the perspective
 
towards the nurture side: logically, if red causes greater
 
activation than blue, then extroverts, who are externally-

oriented, should prefer reds as being stronger stimulation
 
from outside, while introverts should prefer blue, which
 
allows greater attention to internal sources of activation;
 
selective interaction with the environment thus begins to
 
play a role in human response to color,, justifying the
 
search for relationships between reaction to color and
 
social patterns. Overall, findings regarding color
 
preference in introverts/extroverts tend to support this
 
line of inquiry, given good stimulus control (Robinson,
 
1975; Bjerstedt, 1960; Obonai & Masuoka, 1956;
 
Choungourian, 1972; Gotz & Gotz, 1975; Morris, 1979).
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 ; Cdlor Names and .CGlor-Word
 
Associations
 
The main lines of research to be considered here are
 
research into the naming of colors by different cultures,
 
and into the types of words which different cultures ^
 
associate with particular colors. The emphasis is moving
 
away form emotion, into the area of symbol and cognition,
 
thus,: Cognitive Psychologists and Linguists bring their own
 
perspectives to human response to color.
 
For Cognitive psychologists, it is of interest that
 
colors become associated with concepts: red--stop; green—
 
go; .black—death; purple—royalty; blue—peace. The
 
difference between association of color with a concept,
 
versus association of color with emotion, is easier to sense
 
than to define. Arguably, black—despair, is a color-affect
 
association, while black—death, is a color-concept
 
association. The research into color-word associations does
 
not make a clear distinction between word as affect and word
 
as symbolic concept. (Warren, 1974; Sivik & Taft, 1994).
 
The complexity increases in several other ways: color-word
 
associations are affected by the object/shape involved with
 
the color, by the cultural and geographical location of
 
the subjects, by language and by perception. Welsh, 1974,
 
found no significant correlation of geometrical shapes with
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colors, ejiGept; for yellow-triangle; he postulates that
 
triangles remind,sWjects'of the."yield" traffic sign.
 
Courtney, 1986, found a nearly perfect association of stop-­
red and green—go in American subjects, while in Chinese
 
subjects these correlation's were hot significant, Sommer &
 
EstabrOpk, 1974, found that as^ociatiohs of color with
 
cardinal directions is affected by the geographical location
 
of the subjects: subjects in Louisiana associated West with
 
Brown (Texas), while subjects in California associated West
 
with Blue (Pacific). Agrawal, 1970, found that object
 
concepts intervene in the color-word associations: the path
 
from Orange the word, to Orange the color may pass through
 
Orange the fruit.
 
Methods used to study color-word associations include
 
Stroop tests, reaction times, semantic differentials, and
 
color naming (Smith & Day, 1983; Warren, 1974; Sivik & Taft,
 
1994; Sturges & Whitfield, 1997). Color naming techniques
 
are particularly interesting in that they allow comparisons
 
across cultural groups. Researchers ask subjects to write
 
down as many color names as they can think of; they analyze
 
the salience of each color to a culture from its position on
 
the list and by the frequency with which it is listed by
 
respondents. In an interesting study conducted in 1997,
 
Taft & Sivik compared word lists between Polish, Spanish,
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American and Swedish respondents: Swedes averaged 31 words
 
per list; Americans averaged 38 words per list; Polish and .
 
Spanish participants both averaged between 18 and 19 words
 
per list. Thirty-one colors were named by at least 50% of
 
American respondents; only 14 colors were named by at least
 
50% of Spaniards. In another study involving color names,
 
American, Russian and Setswana subjects were given sets of
 
65 colors and asked to sort them into categories. Setswana
 
subjects produced 16 categories, which is approximately
 
three times the number of color words in Setswana, and they
 
grouped green and blue together; Ttoiericans and Russians
 
prdduced. On average, 13 and 12 groups respectively;
 
EnglisK. has a color lexicon of approximately 4000 words, to
 
Setswana'*s fewer than 10 color words (Davies & Corbett,
 
1997; Taft & Sivik, 1997). Kay and Berlin have
 
investigated color naming acrpss cultures and have proposed
 
a biologically-driven evolutionary process for color
 
categorization. They propose seven evolutionary stages
 
leading from Stage I, the Papuan Danif who have only two
 
color words, black and white, to Stage II, consisting of
 
cultures who have only three color words, black, white and
 
red, to Stage III — black, white, red, and either yellow or
 
green, all the way to Stage VII—our own culture, which has
 
eleven basic color terms: black, white, red, yellow, green.
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blue, pink, orange, violet, brown and gray (Berlin & Kay,
 
1969; Kay et al., 1997). Kay and Berlin, 1997, are
 
currently working on a World Color Survey in which they
 
attempt to map out color words across all cultures, in order
 
to classify cultures within.their proposed evolutionary
 
process. Mapy researchers generally agree with Kay and
 
Berlin's findings regarding color naming across cultures,
 
but emphasize a Whorfian effect, language, and in general,
 
the environment, as the driving evolutionary forces, rather
 
than biology (Kuehni, 2001; Roberson et al,, 2000; Corbett &
 
Davies, 1997; Stanlaw, 1997). Other researchers point out
 
that the evolution of color naming across cultures has
 
additional complexities such as subjects' familiarity with
 
pigments (Miller, 1997; Casson, 1997). Casson, for example,
 
points out that the advent of dyeing methodologies in
 
England, have shifted color naming from brightness-based
 
words in Old English (shinny, golden, silver, etc.), to hue-

based words in Middle and Modern English (red, blue, green
 
etc.). Such findings would also tend to emphasize the
 
environment as the driving force in the evolution of color
 
naming. Some researchers have attempted to coordinate
 
findings by Kay and Berlin with the biology of color vision,
 
with varying conclusions as to the fit between cultural data
 
and biological theories, and with varying conclusions
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regarding which is the main driving force, environment or
 
biology (Wooten & Miller, 1997; Davidoff, 1997; Boynton,
 
1997b; Jameson, 1997; Jameson & D^Andrade, 1997, Zegura,
 
1997; Abramov, 1997; Saunders & Van Brakel, 1997; MacLaury,
 
1997a and b). Lastly, some researchers question the
 
validity of Kay and Berlin's entire approach, arguing that
 
an in-depth knowledge of each language surveyed, is
 
imperative for any kind of conclusion about color naming in
 
that culture. The argument is that without an in-depth
 
knowledge of each language, Kay and Berlin are simply
 
imposing English-classifications and thinking about color,
 
on other cultures (Lucy, 1997). Color naming and its
 
attendant implications as far as nature-nurture, appears to
 
be an active branch of current inquiry into color-word
 
associations and in the overall attempts to relate the
 
experience of color to overall cognition.
 
To increase the complexity involved in color as related
 
to overall cognition, researchers have found evidence of
 
color becoming associated with other sensory modalities:
 
sounds, odors, sensations, etc. For example, studies cited
 
in Mahnke & Mahnke,1993, find that color is associated with
 
perception of time , with perception of temperature, and
 
with perception of noise, odor and taste. These findings
 
tend to show that temperature appears warmer, time appears
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faster, aiid noise appears londer/in red rponvs, as Opposed: to
 
blue rooms, {Sorter;& MikellideS, 1976)-. itten,. an ,
 
unpublished study:reviewed by Birren# 1961, finds thafe^;. ,
 
slow music and low notes are connected with blues and with
 
dark coldrs, respectively, ;while fast music and high notes
 
are cdnnected with;r^^ and light colors respectively; other
 
studies showed that subjects equated levels of brightness
 
across color, taste, sound and odor (Katwoski & Odbert,
 
1938). Pinkerton & Humphrey, 1974, found that subjects
 
considered certain colors to be "heavier" than others.
 
Associations of coldrs with shapes and with other colors,)
 
also affect perception: when difference or contrast is
 
considered,, hues are judged to be farther apart than they
 
really are; when similarity is considered, hues are judged
 
to be closer than they really are (Goldstone, 1995). :In
 
keeping, with these findings/ Davidoff ettal.,, i997a,
 
proposed the following cognitive model for color processing:
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Figure 1.
 
Model of Higher Level Color Processing
 
from Davidoff et al., 1997, p.2.
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Davidoff postulates that such a model would be required to
 
explain the associations between color and objects, color
 
and emotions, color and sensory experiences, and color and
 
language (Davidoff et al., 1997a).
 
It is fairly clear from these studies that color
 
response is considered to involve both physiology and the
 
environment. Most researchers appear to agree with Davies &
 
Corbett, 1997, who state that "to a first approximation
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colour perception is uniyersal, but there may be scope for
 
small-scale modulations by language and other cultural
 
influences" (p. 513). Hupka et al., 1997^ postulates that
 
even in associations as basic as color to emotion or
 
arousal, learning is possible: he proposes that primary
 
(survival-oriented) emotions such as fear or anger, may be
 
universally associated with night or darkness or blackness;
 
secondary emotions such as envy or .jealousy, which are not
 
as closely associated with sheer survival, leave room for
 
culturally-mediated associations. Hupka proposes that the
 
learned associations between secondary emotions and corors,
 
are arbitrarily formed by various cultures and are passed on
 
through legends or mythologies (Hupka et al., 1997; see
 
also Blanch, 1972).
 
All of the research approaches reviewed so far, and
 
threaded together via the nature-nurture issue, are
 
potential pieces to a much larger puzzle which begins with a
 
question of whether color is a scientifically researchable,
 
objective aspect of the physical world, or whether it is
 
purely a subjective human experience. Tye, 2000, debates
 
the view held by Cosmides and by Hardin that color is a
 
subjective human experience tather than an objective
 
physical reality; Tye subjects known oddities and illusions
 
of perception, along with physical scientific data, to a
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series, of logical inquiries/ leading to the conclusion that ;
 
while "colors arte ahthropocentric'', they are not purely
 
subjective ;(Tye, 2000, p.l61). :
 
The nature of the relationship between color in the
 
physical world, and color inside the human head, is not a
 
new line of inquiry. Sir Isaac Newton suggested a long time
 
ago that the human experience of color is a combination of
 
physical stimuli and physiological factors. Irvin Rock'
 
expanded Newton into a model which can be helpful in
 
classifying the studies and approaches reviewed so far. Rock
 
proposes three levels of processing, for the color
 
experience: Level 1, physical stimuli (electromagnetic
 
waves) reach the sensory organs (rods and cones in the eye);
 
this is Newton's basic model; Level 2, the sensory organs
 
send signals to various parts of the brain, which leads to
 
activity in various areas of the brain; Level 3 is the
 
unknown process by which brain activities lead to human
 
perception of color (Westphal, 1987).
 
The various approaches to the study of color can be
 
seen to fall within Rock's three levels: biological
 
approaches and the mechanics of measuring and quantifying
 
color, appear to fall under Level 1. Biological approaches
 
and cognitive models (ie., Bering's opponent-process theory
 
and Davidoff's cognitive model) extend into level 2.
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Studies of color preference and of associations between
 
color and: emotion, personality, words, and other senses,
 
lead from level 2 into level 3. Westphal suggests that the
 
processes at level 3 "are beyond all mechanisms... they
 
are... held somehow to constitute consciousness" (Westphal,
 
1987, p. 112). Westphal also endorses Ryle in saying that
 
perception, the level three process, is not a passive
 
process, something that happens to us, but rather, "to
 
perceive... is to be successful at something one is doing"
 
(Westphal, 1987, p. 116). The experience of color thus
 
becomes a journey from electromagnetic waves to an
 
experience that we actively create; and all of the research
 
approaches reviewed so far, are inquiries into points and
 
facets along thi% journey.
 
Purpose of Study
 
The majority of the studies reviewed so far indicated
 
that individual subject variables interact with stimulus
 
variables in®order to produce human response to color. The
 
individual subject variables emerging from the current
 
review include: age, ethnicity, marital status, educational
 
status, gender, personality, levels of activation during
 
testing, and color vision. The stimulus factors included
 
hue, brightness, saturation, context of color, illumination.
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contrast, time of, day, and other sensory,stimuli present
 
along with the visual stimulus. Because most of the
 
previous studies of color preference and color-word
 
associations have been plagued with issues of stimulus
 
control, it would ba helpful at this point to focus on one
 
or two of the individual variables, while being able to
 
manipulate or control all of the stimulus variables listed
 
above, without reducing choice of color samples. Such an
 
approach could shed light on findings of previous studies in
 
which tight stimulus control was unavailable, and it could
 
begin to order the individual variables in terms of
 
salience, for future studies of response to color.
 
Concerning stimulus control, one major aim of this
 
study has been to offer a wide range of choices for color
 
preference selection, without fatiguing the subject, and
 
without losing control of hue, value and saturation of each
 
selection made. The stimulus variables addressed in this
 
study were: 1. Context of color: general preference (most
 
liked, most disliked), as well as object-specific preference
 
(favorite color for clothing, for car, house, etc.); 2. Hue:
 
all Munsell hues were available as hue variable; 3.
 
Brightness(Munsell value): samples of high, medium and low
 
brightness were available from each Munsell hue; 4.
 
Saturation (Munsell chroma): samples of high, medium and low
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saturation were available within each hue, and at various
 
levels of brightness. The rest of the stimulus variables
 
mentioned above (lighting, contrast, other sensory stimuli,
 
Williamson & Cummins, 1983), were tightly controlled through
 
the overall experimental set-up. The methodology section
 
will elaborate on the entire handling of the stimulus
 
variables. In order to present the entire range of 98
 
selected shades without fatiguing the subject, the current
 
study employed a method of color presentation familiar and
 
comfortable to most individuals since childhood: colored
 
pencils. The current study investigated color preference by
 
inviting the subject to color squares with their selected
 
shades, in response to questions about preference. The
 
colored pencils were a set of Prismacolor artists' pencils,
 
widely available in most art supply stores, and coordinated
 
by this study with the 1970 matte edition of the Munsell
 
Book of Color. The use of colored pencils proposed by the
 
current study is an innovation not observed in previous
 
research. This innovation could be of great benefit in
 
combining tight stimulus control, and wide range of
 
selection choices, with flexibility of testing and with a
 
testing process which is natural and comfortable to most
 
participants. The use of colored pencils is not likely to
 
alter subject activation level during the experiment, via
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 experimental stress or fatigue.
 
: V/Attention i now shifted bgck to the individual :,.subie^^
 
variables. Previously reviewed studies indicated that
 
subject variables such as age, ethnic background,
 
personality, level of aGtivdtion, eduGational level, marital
 
status and gender, combine to influence color preference and
 
colof'-word associations. Because these individual subject
 
variables can cofrelate with each other, it would be ;
 
feaspnable to expect that one or two of the variables will
 
have greater impact on response to color than the rest of
 
the variables,, such that one or two of the variables could
 
be used to represent and order all of the rest. Wood, 1956,
 
would propose age as one of the variables to order all the
 
rest: "...the normal developmental sequence of color
 
reactions will be from an affect-dominated pattern in
 
childhood to a symbol-dominated pattern with increasing
 
maturity."(p. 187). It would be easy to see how the other
 
individual variables — marital status, educational level,
 
and to some extent, petsonality,and activation levels—
 
would be influenced by age. Age as a main individual
 
variable to order all the rest, might be viewed as putting
 
nature in the driver's seat of human response to color, ;
 
while still allowing for environmental influences.
 
Researchers who emphasize the learned aspects of response to
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color, could argue, however, that the;:drIyer's seat should..
 
instead be, given- to language or culture to ethnicity.; ;
 
Arguably, ethnicity as a variable, influences marital
 
status, educational level, personality/ activation level and
 
color perception as much as age ddes, while in addition,
 
incorporating issues of geography and culture (Hupka et al,
 
1997 and Davies & Corbett, 1997). The current study
 
proposed to focus on both individual subject variables, age
 
and ethnicity, in the form of four hypotheses.
 
Hypotheses
 
1. Older subjects show significantly higher color-

symbol association as opposed to color-affect association,
 
when compared with younger subjects (Wood, 1956).
 
2. Ethnicity is significantly related to preference of
 
hue, brightness and saturation, in both general preference
 
(most favorite and most disliked colors), and in context-

specific preference (preferred shades for clothing, car,
 
house and bedroom).
 
3. Ethnicity is significantly related to association of
 
hue, brightness and saturation with emotion words (happy,
 
loyal, afraid, sad, proud and jealous).
 
4. When graphed on the Munsell color wheel,
 
participant responses will cluster on different parts of the
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wheel, according to ethnic grouping.
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 :CHAPTER TWO /
 
M
 
; Participants
 
University students made up approximately half of; the
 
225 participants in this study; the rest came from an air
 
force reserye unit, from among the staff of a large long­
term health care organization, and from among residents of a
 
senior assisted living apartment complex. The participamts
 
ranged in age from 18 to 82 years, old, with a median age of
 
26 years old. Of the total participants, 25.8% were male,
 
74.2% were female; 33.3% were married, 66.7% were single.
 
Educatiohal level ranged from below high school to post
 
doctoral, with the majority of the sample reporting two
 
years of university work. Ethnically, Whites made up the
 
largest grpup, at 47.1% of the:sample; Hispanics were the
 
next largest group, at 24.9% of the sample. African American
 
and Asian subjects represented 17.8% and 8.9% of the sample
 
respectively. Of the ethnic groups, the Asian group was
 
probably the most diverse; approximately half of the Asian
 
subjects were Indonesian; the rest were Japanese and
 
Chinese. The majority of the sample tested towards the top
 
half of the Eysenk,Extroversion Scale, with a iriedian score
 
of 7 out of a perfect extrovert score of 10 (Eysenk &
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Eysenk, 1985, p 84). Activation was addressed through best
 
work time versus test time, and thrOhgh mopd^^
 
Corcoran, 1976). Of all participants, 48%, indicated
 
morning is when they do their best work; 12% reported
 
afternoohs as their best work time. The remainder of the
 
sample indicated evening and night as their optimal
 
activation times. Participants were tested in the mornings
 
and in the afternoons, with only six subjects tested in the
 
early evening, and none tested at night. The majority of
 
the subjects, (67.6%), were tested in the afternoon, which
 
means that the majority of the sample was tested at less
 
than optimal activation. After the experiment, the majority
 
of participants reported feeling relaxation and enjoyment
 
during the experimental process, even though they started
 
the process in various moods. All participants passed the
 
Ishihara test of color vision prior to participation
 
(Ishihara, 1973; Buckalew & Buckalew, 1989).,
 
Aparatus
 
The current study used 98 colored pencils of the
 
Prismacolor brand. The pencils were presented to the
 
participants in Munsell-order of hue, from red to red-

purple. The pencils were presented in an upright position,
 
with the sharpened tips upwards, held within a transparent
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holding case which did not cover the entire surface of the
 
pencils. The pencils were presented semi-circularly, such
 
that each pencil was approximately 20 inches away from the
 
participant. All pencils were presented at the same height;
 
transparent beads were used underneath the pencils which
 
became shorter through use, such that all tips were always
 
presented at the same height. Any pencil was replaced
 
whenever more than three beads (approximately 3/4 of an
 
inch), became necessary in order to assure that its tip
 
would be level with all the others. The transparent holding
 
case eliminated concerns about contrasting backgrounds; any
 
surfaces behind the pencils were light gray and sufficiently
 
distant to not be noticed by the participants as contrasting
 
with the pencils (4-5 feet away). Standard daylight, or
 
fluorescent lighting most closely approximating standard
 
daylight, was used in each testing environment.
 
In order to coordinate findings with previous studies,
 
and in order to control for hue, brightness and saturation,
 
all pencils were compared with shades in the matte 1970
 
edition of the Munsell Book of Color. Two observers rated
 
each pencil against Munsell chips until unanimous agreement
 
was reached regarding the best match in hue, value and
 
chroma. The matte edition of Munsell was helpful because the
 
pencils produce matte shades. Additionally, because the
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pencils are oil-based, each pencil can only produce one
 
shade. In other words, lighter or darker shades cannot be
 
easily ptoduCed by only one pencil by simply varying the
 
pressure of the tip against the page: a different pencil
 
must be selected for a darker or lighter shade. Each
 
Prismacolor pencil is numbered by the manufacturer such that
 
any number pencil, purchased from any store, will produce
 
the same shade. Slight differences exist in shade between
 
same-number pencil, however, when comparing Prismacolor to
 
Berol-Prismacolor pencils (the company transitioned between
 
owners). For purposes of consistency, and for better
 
ability to replicate this study in the future, the most
 
recent, Prismacolor shades were used (that is, no Berol
 
pencils). ; ■ ■ ■ ' 1 • ' 
Of the 120 Prismacolor shades available, 21 were
 
eliminated because they produced metallic or neon colors
 
which could not be rated against Munsell samples, or because
 
the Shades were redundant. The resulting set of 98 pencils,
 
included approximately 15 (usually grays) which were light
 
enough or dark enough to approach the achromatic regions;
 
the rest were chromatic. Attempts were made to sample each
 
hue at high, medium and low levels of brightness and
 
saturation; this effort was somewhat constrained by the
 
availability of Prismacolor shades when taken in conjunction
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with levels of Munsell shades available within each Munsell
 
hue; some Munsell hues offer six or seven levels of
 
saturation and brightness; others offer only three or four.
 
The 98 pencils represented 8.73% of all the shades
 
available in the 1970 edition of the Munsell Book of Color.
 
Please see Appendix A for a complete list of pencils,
 
listed in order of hue; this is also the order in which the
 
pencils were presented to the participants, from left to
 
right. Prismacolor numbers, name of shade, Munsell hue,
 
value and chroma are listed for each pencil; the last
 
column lists hue as one continuous numerical variable as
 
opposed to the digit/letter designations given by Munsell.
 
Appendix B contains a representation of the Munsell wheel as
 
it appears in the 1970 Munsell Book of Color. X's on the
 
wheel represent shades sampled by Prismacolor pencils.
 
Appendix B also contains a schematic representation of the
 
1970 Munsell color plates; x's represent available Munsell
 
shades. The numbers within the grids represent Prismacolor
 
pencils which replicate and sample the selected shades. It
 
will be noted that higher chromatic values are sampled in
 
the red and yellow sections than in the greens, blues and
 
purple-blues: Munsell samples in these hues come in fewer
 
levels of saturation and brightness than they do in the
 
other hues. Appendix B also gives a table and chart of
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 percentages of; shades sampled from each Munsell hne;, these 
range between 3.3% from the purple region, to 15.7% from the 
yellow,reg'ion. ■ . : 
: ■ ■ ■■ Procedure 
After reading and placing an X on the consent form,
 
each participant was invited to sit facing the pencils, and :
 
to complete a seven-page data collection sheet. Of the 7
 
pages, the first 3 pages assessed individual subject
 
variables: age, gender, personality, education, marital
 
status, best time to work, current time, and ethnicity. The ,
 
next 4 pages required each participant to select pencils and
 
use them to color squares in response to items such as:
 
favorite color for a car; most favorite color; most disliked
 
color; and color which best represents each of six emotion
 
words such as "happy" and "jealous". The pages which
 
requested favorite or disliked colors also asked each
 
subject to write down any three words that came to mind as
 
they looked at the color they had selected. Please see
 
Appendix C for a sample data sheet. The participants were
 
instructed to try out as many pencils as they wanted, at the
 
bottom of the page, before making their selection, and to
 
select only one shade per response square. The participants
 
were also instructed to leave on the table all the pencils
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they had removed from the plastic holder; the participants
 
were told that they may re-use any shade as often as they
 
wished, but that they needed to leave the pencils on the
 
table because this would make it easier for the experimenter
 
to evaluate the colors they had used, and it would ensure
 
that pencils were put back in the holder in the same order,
 
for the next participant. Participants were allowed to take
 
as much time as they needed to compete the worksheet. Most !
 
participants completed the experiment in approximately 15
 
minutes, though a few took as long as 45 minutes, reportedly
 
because they were enjoying the process. After each
 
participant completed their worksheet, the experimenter
 
wrote the pencil number next to each colored square, and
 
then re-arranged the pencil in the standard order of
 
presentation for the next participaht. Transformation of
 
each pencil number into the Munsell hue, brightness and
 
saturation, was done later, according to the list in
 
Appendix A.
 
Experimental Design
 
Hypothesis 1 required the analysis of words associated
 
with selected colors. A panel of five unrelated individuals
 
of various ages, ethnic backgrounds, genders and educational
 
levels was assembled to conduct this analysis. This panel
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randomly selected nine out of all the words written by each
 
participant next to their selected colors. The panel,was
 
required to unanimously agree as to whethet each word was
 
more closely related to a concept/symbol, or whether it was
 
more closely related to affect/emotion. If the panel could
 
not immediately agree on the category for a word, the word
 
was dropped and another word was considered, until nine
 
words were randomly found which all five panel members could
 
categorize with unanimous agreement. All words for all
 
subjects were evaluated by the panel quickly, without
 
lengthy debates, at one sitting, with half-hour breaks
 
between sets of fifty data sheets. The resulting association
 
score was the number of concept-words out of nine words,
 
produced by each participant. A Pearson bivariate
 
correlation was computed with age as a continuous variable,
 
by word association score (number of concept-words out of
 
nine for each participant)• The expectation was that
 
increasing age would correlated significantly with
 
increasing number of concept-words. (Please see Appendix E
 
for sample words in each of the two categories).
 
For hypotheses 2 and 3, ethnicity was contrast-coded as
 
follows: whites versus all other groups; Hispanic versus
 
Black (African American); and Black (African American)
 
versus Asian. Spearman rho bivariate correlations were then
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conducted for each:ethndc grouping,, by hue, b,y brightness
 
and by saturation for each response regarding general and
 
context-specific favorite colors,(for hypothesis 2), and for
 
emotion-colors (for hypothesis 3). A total of 135 Spearman
 
rho correlations were calculated in order to> test hypotheses
 
2 and 3 (please see Appendix F). A significant level for
 
the correlations was set at £ < .001, in order to avoid
 
false results, in view of the:number, of analyses conducted.
 
Pearson's Chi-Square analyses were conducted for all
 
Spearman rho correlations which were found to be significant
 
at £ < 0.001. In order to limit the number of cells as much
 
as possible, Murisell hue was.coded into five groups: 0= no
 
hue, black/white; 1(Purple)= 2.SPurple-Blue to lOPurple;
 
2(Blue)= 2.5Blue-Green to lOPurple-Blue; 3(Green)= 2.SGreen-

Yellow to lOGreen; 4(Yellow)= 2.5Yellow-Red to lOYellow; and
 
5(Red)= 2.SRed-Purple to lORed (please see Appendix G). Hue ­
was analyzed by ethnic group (four groups,:' Hispanic, African
 
American, White and Asian). Chi-Square analyses were not
 
conducted for brightness or saturation. All analyses were :
 
completed using the Statistical Package for the Social
 
Sciences (SPSS) computer program. Nonparametric statistics
 
were necessary because Munsell hues, values and chromas are
 
ordinal data. '
 
■ • For hypothesis 4, the responses of all participants. 
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were manually graphed on 15 Munsell wheels. The responses
 
were coded to represent the four ethnic groups: H- Hispanic,
 
B- African American, W- White, and A- Asian, except on the
 
two wheels representing top 3 favorite and top 3 disliked
 
hues, which consist of 659 responses each; symbols were used
 
due to space constraints (please see Figures 1-3).
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CHAPTER THREE :
 
RESULTS ■ ,, ' 
Older subjects sHQwed significantly higher cplor-symbol
 
association as opposed to color-affect association, when .
 
compared with younger subjects (Wood, 1956). To test this
 
hypothesis/ a Pearson bivariate cdrrelation was conducted
 
with age and concept-score$ as continuous variables (as
 
described under methodology), yielding a significant
 
relationship between ihcreasing age and increasing
 
association of cplor with concept/symbol, as opposed to
 
association of color with emotion: rp(223) = 0.343, p <
 
-.001.- . ■ ' 
•: Hypothesis 2
 
Ethnicity was significantly related to preference of .
 
hue, brightness and saturation, in both general preference
 
(most favorite and most disliked colors), and in context-

specific preference (preferred'shades for clothing, car, ­
house and bedroom). A total of 81 Spearman rho correlations
 
were conducted to test this hypothesis (please see Appendix
 
F); of these, three were found to be significant to p <
 
,0.001: white versus other by top favorite hue, . Ug(220) =
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0.240, £ < .001; black versus Asian by top favorite hue,
 
rs(220) = -0.216, p < .001; and white versus other by top
 
three favorite hues, rg(659)=0.132, £ < .001. Chi-square
 
analyses were also conducted for ethnic grouping by favorite
 
hue, (15, N = 220) = 36.791, £ < .001; and for ethnic
 
grouping by top three favorite hues, x^ (15, N = 659) =
 
31.521, £ < .007. Results indicate that ethnicity is
 
significantly related to general preference of hue (most
 
favorite hue, top three favorite hues). There were no
 
significant effects for general preference of brightness or
 
saturation. There were no significant effects for ethnicity
 
and context-related hue, color or brightness (preferred for
 
house, clothing, car); there were no significant effects for
 
ethnicity and disliked hue, brightness or saturation. Please
 
see Tables 1 through 3 for summaries of results; tables 2
 
and 3 contain percentages of individuals who preferred each
 
hue, within each ethnic grouping.
 
Hypothesis 3
 
Ethnicity was significantly related to association of
 
hue brightness and saturation with emotion words (happy,
 
loyal, afraid, sad, proud and jealous). The only significant
 
findings were for ethnic grouping and color associated with
 
the word "sad". A total of 54 Spearman rho correlations
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were conducted in order to test this hypothesis (please see
 
Appendix F). Significant Spearman rho correlations were
 
found for white versus other by hue for "sad", rs(219) =
 
0.239, £ < .001; and for white versus other by brightness
 
for "sad", rs(219) = 0.219, p < .001. A Pearson Chi-Square
 
was conducted for ethnic grouping by hue for "sad", and a
 
significant relationship was found, (15, N = 219) =
 
25.119, £ < .047. Ethnicity was thus significantly related
 
to hue selected for the word "sad". Ethnicity was also
 
related to brightness levels selected for the word "sad".
 
There were no significant relationships between ethnic
 
groupings and selections of hue, brightness and saturation,
 
for the words "happy", "loyal", "afraid", "proud", and
 
"jealous". Please see table 1 for a summary of significant
 
results, and please see table 4 for percentages of
 
individuals who selected each hue group for "sad", within
 
each ethnic grouping.
 
Hypothesis 4
 
When graphed on the Munsell color wheel, participant
 
responses will cluster on different parts of the wheel,
 
according to ethnic grouping. A qualitative analysis was
 
conducted for this hypothesis: all responses were graphed
 
on Munsell wheels. Please see Figure 2 for wheels
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representing most favorite hues, top three favorite hues,
 
most disliked hues, and top three disliked hues, graphed at
 
approximate brightness. Favorite hues tended to cluster in
 
the purple-blue, red and purple, and no hue (black/white)
 
areas of the Munsell wheels. Results from hypothesis 2
 
indicate significant differences in favorite hues for ethnic
 
groups: white respondents tended to prefer higher hue
 
values, purple-blues to red-purples, compared to other
 
ethnic groups such as Hispanics who tended to prefer no hue
 
(black or white), and reds. Responses for generally disliked
 
colors, tended to be remarkably similar: all groups tended
 
to dislike shades of yellow-red, or shades of purple-red:
 
orange, various browns, and pinks. Figure 2 illustrates
 
these findings.
 
Context-specific preferences were also remarkably
 
similar across the wheels. Please see Figure 3 for wheels
 
representing preferred hues for bedroom, house, car, shirt,
 
and pants or skirt, graphed at approximate brightness. All
 
groups tended to prefer beige, white, and gray/light blue
 
for house colors; all groups tended to prefer black and
 
blue-jean blue for pants; all groups tended to prefer black,
 
red and blue for cars.
 
Lastly, please see figure 4 for wheels representing
 
hues selected for the words "happy", "loyal", "afraid".
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"sad", "proud", and "jealous", graphed at approximate
 
brightness. A test of hypothesis 3 indicated a significant
 
difference between ethnic groups for hues selected for the
 
word "sad": white participants tended to select higher-hue
 
and brightness (blues and yellows), compared to other ethnic
 
oiTouDS tsTiHsd to ssloct fc'l-sck QT low©2r="]Dirin"htn©ss
 
stisd©-© - Foir all of th© oth©]r ©irLOtion words ir r©spons©s
 
aDO©ar©d roTnarkably siniila-r" was rnost oft©n
 
associatod with bright yollows and rods; loyal and ^^proud'
 
w©.r© rnost ofton assr^ciatod- with pLirpl©"~blLi©s^ or with sorn.©
 
rods - ^^"ioalous^^ was iiiost ofton a.ssocia-t©d- with groons or
 
r;-0H3 • and ^'^afraidd^ was most ofton associatod v/ith bla-ck.
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Table 1.
 
Spearman^s Rho^s and Chi Square^s for Hypotheses 2 and
 
Ethnicity Color Dimension df Coeff. Sig.
 
Spearman's Rho's significant to p<0.001, 2--tailed
 
•
 
1. White vs. other. top favorite hue 220 0.240 .001
 
2. Black vs. Asian, top favorite hue 220 -0.216 .001
 
3. White vs. other. top 3 favorite hues 659 0.132 ,001
 
4. White vs. other. hue for "sad" 219 0.239 .001
 
5. White vs. other. brightness for "sad" 219 0.219 .001
 
Chi Square's significant to p<0.05, 2-sided.
 
1. Ethic Group, top favorite hue 15 36.791a .001
 
2. Ethnic Group, top 3 favorite hues 15 , 31.521b .007
 
3. Ethnic Group, hue for "sad" 15 25.119c .048
 
Note: Ethnic groupings: 56 (24.9%) Hispanic, 40 (17.8%) African
 
American, 106 (47.1%) White, and 20 (8.9%) Asian.
 
a)3, or (12.5%) of cells, have less than minimum expected count of 2.09.
 
b)1, or (4.17%) of cells, have less than minimum expected count of 5.46.
 
c)4, or (16.7%) of cells, have less than minimum expected count of 2.01.
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Table 2.
 
Chi Square Percentages for First Favorite Hues by Ethnicity
 
Color Hispanic Black White Asian Total
 
(55) (40) (105): (20) (220)
 
No hue 23.6% 15% 2.9% 15% 11.4%(25)
 
Purple 23.6% 12.5% 33.3% 55% 29% (64)
 
Blue 14.5% 12.5% 15.2% 10% 14.1%(31)
 
Green 7.3% 10% 17.1% 0 11.8%(26)
 
Yellow 7.3% 20% 9.5% 5% 10.5%(23)
 
Red 23.6% . 30% 21.9% 15% 23.2%(51)
 
Table ,3.
 
Chi Square Percentages for Top 3 Favorite Hues by Ethnicity
 
Color Hispanic Black White Asian Total .
 
(165) (119) (315) (60) (659)
 
No hue 15.4% 10.9% 5.1% 10% 9.1%(60)
 
Purple 15.7% 22.7% 25.1% 31.7% 22.9%(151)
 
Blue 13.8% 10.1% 15.6% 11.7% 13.8%(91)
 
Green 12.1% 15.1% 18.4% 8.3% 15.3%(101)
 
Yellow 15.8% 17.6% 10.1% 15% 13.4%(88)
 
Red 27.2% 23.5% 25.7% 23.3% 25.5%(168)
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Table 4.
 
Chi Square Percentages for Hues for ''Sad" by Ethnicity:
 
Color Hispanic Black White Asian Total
 
(55) (38) (106) (20) (219)
 
No hue 18.2% 34.2% 11.3% 45% 20.1%(44)
 
Purple 12.7% 10.5% .17.9% 5% 14.2%(31)
 
Blue 21.8% 13.1% 29.2% 25% 24.2%(53)
 
Green 9.1% 10.6% 13.2% 10% 11.4%(25)
 
Yellow 25.5% 18.5% 20.8% 5% 20.1%(44)
 
Red 12.7% 13.1% 7.5% 10% 10% (22)
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Figure 2.
 
Most Preferred and Most Disliked General Hues.
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Figure 2., continued.
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Figure 3.
 
Most Preferred Hues for Bedroom, House, Car, Shirt, Pants
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Figure 3., continued
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Figure 3., continued
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Figure 4.
 
Hues Associated with Emotion Words
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Figure 4., continued
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Figure 4., continued
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: ■ CHAPTER -FOUR ; ;
 
- - C ^ :. .DISCUSSION r^ ­
/C-V,-': ; , -v- I C ?■■ .■ ■ ■ ■■ r' I-Ove-rview; . 'i' -' 
Four; Hypotheses . were tested, .in the : currSnt ■study;; . .with v 
the ..foildwinh signi^iGhnt findings: 
. . 1.. older subjects show significantly higher:icblb:r- ^ 
symbol association as opposed to color-affect association, 
when compared with - younger subjects (Wood,.. 1956).. ( : , 
. 2. . Ethnicity, is . significantly .related to general.­
preference of hue. White participants show more preferences 
in the .purple and .red^purple areas, of the; Munse.ll wheel,.. . 
while :;Hispanic. and .African .American participants . show- more.t. 
preferences in the no . hue IblacK;, white):, and red portions. 
of the Munsell wheel. Ethnicity is not significantly related 
to context-related preferences or to dislikes, of hue, - . 
■ brightness or saturation. 
3. Ethnicity is significantly related to association of 
hue and brightness with the word "sad". African American, ' ' 
Asian and Hispanic participants are more likely to select 
low hue, low brightness shades (i.e., black) for the word 
i"Sad", than white participants, who are more likely to 
select shades of blue or purple-blue at intermediate to ; ; 
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4. When graphed on " the .Munsell coi.Gr wheel,^ -^
 
participant responses are not different according to ethnic
 
grouping; in fact, for disliked colors, context-specific
 
preferehces, and gglors ahsdciated with emption words
 
participant responses cluster with surprising similarity,
 
tacross• allvefhhie;:.hrQups V; h - ■ "t "! ■ 
The,.impliGations of findings , for each hypo.thesis,Iwill^^^ 
"be :discu5sed,:ih the. following pages. 
,1" , ■ .v:,-: ." . ,. , p p;:": . 
The finding, that older subje.cts show significantTy : : ; 
higher color-symbQl association as opposed to color-affect 
association, when compared with younger subjects (Wood, 
1956), suggests: 1. that age is a significant individual 
variable to consider in any study of color-word association; 
2. that the distinction between concept (or symbol), and
 
affect, is a useful one, when considering color-word
 
associations; and 3. that the environment does influence
 
color perception over time.
 
Comments about age as a major individual variable in ,
 
the study of color response, will be brief: participants in
 
the current study ranged in age from 18 to 82; children were
 
not tested, therefore current findings cannot be generalized
 
to the entire life-span. It is possible that children learn ;
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to name objects befpre;they leaxn to- name emotions> which, 
could lead to a higher color-symbol association in childhood 
than would be predicted by Wood's hypothesis. The statement 
that older subjects associate words with symbols, ■ , 
significantly more than younger subjects, applies to adults 
age 18 to 82. Children would have to be tested similarly to 
the adults in the current study, and findings would need to 
be evaluated before anything can be said about the validity 
of Wood's hypothesis over the entire lifespan. 
Current findings'suggest that the distinction between
 
concept (or symbol) and affect, is a useful one when
 
evaluating color-word associations. Previous studies have
 
reported associations between color and symbol: yellow­
triangle/yield sign; red/stop; green/go (Welsh, 1974;
 
Courtney, 1986). Agrawal, 1970, suggests that concepts
 
intervene in color-word associations; he speculated that the
 
word "orange", may first associate with the fruit, to then
 
associate with the color. Previous studies have also
 
reported associations between color and emotion;
 
red/excitement, anger, hostility; blue/security,
 
tenderness; yellow/cheerfulness, fear; gray-black/sadness
 
or despair. (Adams & Osgood, 1973; Aaronson, 1970;
 
D'Andrade & Egan, 1974; Hemphill, 1996; Valdez & Mehrabian,
 
1994; Wexndr,.,: 19547 Frank, 1976; Yoshikawa et all, 1970;
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 Smets,:,::l;9-82; Whitfxeld ;& ;.1990)..
 
; The reasons,or meGhahisms .behind, associations of,colors
 
with .cQnce.pts, or pf.colors,.with .affect;, appear to be, mO:fe
 
complex than!; simply the age of partidipanfs. For example, .
 
:in. this.; currPnt Study irioSt. participants ;,chose shades. of ; ■ . 
yelidw-red .(of.angs, . bfow^ - as mdst. disliked colors.; Words;
 
associated with brbwhs tended around fecal waste: ;Vpoop'', ^
 
^Mpo-doo'i, ;"yuGk''^. It is unclear whether participants read
 
the item "Most disliked colpr'', thpught of gross pbjects,
 
and then selected the colops of those Pbjects, or whether
 
particip'ants looked at the colors, genuinely disliked them,
 
and then associated them with concepts. Why, for example did
 
this female-majority sample not select browns as disliked
 
colors, and then associate the browns with chocolate? The
 
sequence of association cannot be determined from this
 
study, but it is clearly not straight-forward. .
 
Associations between colors and emotions were not
 
. straight-forward either, in the current study . For example,
 
a majority of the subjects in this study associated the word
 
"jealous" with red. This would support previous findings .
 
cited above, which associate red with anger and with high
 
activation. A smaller, but not insignificant portion of the
 
sample, however, associated "jealous" with green. According
 
to previous studies, also cited above, green is not a
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arousal color t(Wilson/ 1:966; :Nours& :^
 
MahnkS/ 1993); green is, however, .symbolic of ."''envy" in this
 
culture: "green;with envy". It is tempting^ to suggest that
 
cplorvemotion .associations are made according to either
 
level of arousal associated with that color. Or are made
 
according to symbolic associations between.that color and
 
idiomatic saying in that culture. The. mechanism;by which
 
such assbciations are made, would appear to be iribre complex
 
than.:Simply the age ;ol-thej.participant:i. . Clusters.bf
 
responses which could be either affective or symbolic, are
 
apparent on most of the Munsell wheels in Figure 3: for
 
example,,clusters of participants associate sad with black
 
(arguably, an affective response), and with blue (in this .
 
culture saddness is "the blues"). Clusters of participants
 
associate yellow with both "happy",(high activation, high
 
brightness), and with "afraid" (cowards are said to be
 
"yellow" in this culture). The words proud and loyal are
 
associated with reds and with blues:.'either color can be an
 
affective association (red: high activation, or blue:
 
peaceful activation,), or a symbolic association (flag,
 
patriotism). Clearly, color-word associations are not
 
straight-forward, but the distinction between affective and
 
symbolic associations can help shed more clarity in future
 
studies.
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The third point made under hypothesis 1, that the
 
environment does influence color perception over time,
 
follows from the discussion on color-word associations.
 
Clearly, the associations which may be said to be symbolic,
 
are so according to common cultural influences. For example,
 
current findings indicate that the majority of participants
 
selected black and blue-jean blue as favorite colors for
 
pants or skirts. Associations for black pants tended around
 
"slimming", "thinning", which would indicate the presence of
 
cultural influence on participants: this is a culture which
 
values thinness. Associations for blue pants tended around
 
"relaxing", which is either an affective association, or a
 
cultural symbol: in this culture, people wear blue-jeans
 
during leisure activities. Because the symbols and values
 
of this culture are found in the participants' associations
 
of colors with words, it seems reasonable to suppose that
 
culture affects color-word associations across all cultures.
 
Further, it is probable that there are differences between
 
cultures in the degree to which they associate color with
 
affect, and color with symbol, just as there is a difference
 
between older and younger subjects within a single culture.
 
Whether these differences are caused by type of education
 
available to each culture, or by differences in
 
extraversion/introversion for the overall culture as
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compared to others, or whether the differences are caused by-

climate or by geography, it seems reasonable to suppose that
 
the debate regarding biology versus environment in the
 
experience of color, cannot be complete without an in-depth
 
look at how cultures arrive at the color-associations that
 
they make. The process of conceptualizing the world may be
 
different for each culture, and may preclude, or at least
 
restrain at this time, the desire to make sweeping,
 
universal statements about biology versus environment, in
 
the experience of color. Such a perspective would be in line
 
with Lucy, 1997, who cautions Kay and Berlin, 1997, about
 
imposing English categories and assumptions on other
 
cultures without a full understanding of their language and
 
of how they order their world.
 
Hypothesis 2
 
This hypothesis found that ethnicity is significantly
 
related to general preference of hue, and that ethnicity is
 
not significantly related to context-related preferences or
 
to dislikes, of hue, brightness or saturation. In terms of
 
preferred hue, the current findings tend to support Eysenk,
 
1941, who found blue red and green to be the most preferred
 
colors (specifically, Munsell shades of Purple-Blue were the
 
most preferred). However, Eysenk's sample, as well as the
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current sample, consisted of a majority of white English-

speaking participants. The fact that a- significant effect
 
was found for ethnicity in general color preference, even .
 
for ethnic groups tested within the same geographic area,
 
suggests a high likelihood that other cultures will prefer
 
hues in different orders. For example, general preference
 
for Hispanic participants within the current study, suggests
 
an order of preference for that group which places black and
 
red ahead of blue. Given the current findings, it is highly
 
likely that color preferences will become more noticeably
 
diverse, when participants from different cultures are
 
tested within their own native geographic location.
 
Previous studies have reported that participants prefer
 
medium brightness and saturation, as opposed to extremes
 
(Hogg, 1969). Current findings generally support Hogg, with
 
the caution that participants also show a tendency to prefer
 
shades as entire packages (hue-brightness-saturation),
 
rather than in terms of separate dimensions. For example,
 
the most preferred reds for all subjects appeared to be ­
maximum-saturation shades (Prismacolor Scarlet Lake, pencil
 
923, Munsell 5R, brightness 5 and saturation 12, and
 
Prismacolor Crimson Red, pencil 924, Munsell 7.5R,
 
brightness 4 and saturation 12). The most preferred shade
 
of blue for all subjects, and by far the pencil most
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frequently selected within top three preferred colors, was
 
the Prismacolor Copenhagen Blue, pencil 906, (Munsell:
 
2.5PB, brightness 4 and saturation 8); this shade of blue is
 
the most common blue found on blue jeans.
 
The current findings indicate an effect for ethnicity
 
and general preference of hue, but not for context-specific .
 
preference. Ethnic groups tended to be remarkably similar
 
in color preferences for bedroom (white, beige), for houses
 
(beige, light blue), for cars (black and red), for shirts
 
(blue, white, red, black), and for pants / skirts (black,
 
blue). Similar context-specific preferences for all ethnic
 
groups tend to argue the effect of same-culture, because all
 
participants came from the same geographic area; it is very
 
possible that these context-specific preferences would
 
become significantly different across ethnic groups, if the
 
groups were tested within their native geographic location.
 
Hypothesis 3
 
Ethnic gfoupings played a significant role only in the
 
hue and brightness selected for the word "sad". The current
 
study found that African Americans, Hispanic and Asian
 
participants associate lower brightness values with "sad",
 
than do white participants; this is consistent with previous
 
findings which suggest that the brightness of a color can be
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more of a factpr in, association,,; than its hue (Whitfield & '
 
Wiltshire, 1990, Dunwoody, 1998). The current study also
 
found that white subjects tend to relate "sad" with higher
 
Munsell hues (purple-blues), than do other ethnic groups
 
which tend to relate "sad" to black (no hue). This is also
 
somewhat consistent with previous findings which relate
 
sadness or despair to black or gray (Adams & Osgood, 1973;
 
D'Andrade & Egan, 1974; Hupka et al., 1997).
 
Seeking the nature-nurture thread in color-emotion
 
associations, Hupka, 1997, suggested that emotions can be
 
primary (fear, anger), or secondary (jealousy, envy), with
 
primary emotions placed closer to survival, than secondary
 
emotions. Hupka suggested that color-associations would be
 
more similar across cultures for primary emotions, than for
 
secondary emotions, which are not as close to biological
 
survival imperatives and are therefore more open to cultural
 
influences. The current study tends to support Hupka's
 
hypothesis: Ethnic groups were very similar in their color
 
associations for the primary emotion "afraid". The word
 
"sad", where significant differences between ethnic groups
 
were found, is considered by Hupka to be a secondary
 
emotion, and therefore more amenable to cultural and
 
symbolic associations. Hupka would also have expected
 
significaht cultural differences in color-associations for
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the rest of the secondary emotions (jealous, loyal, etc.);
 
the current study did not find significant differences, but
 
it can be reasonably argued that this failure was due to the
 
fact that all groups came from the same geographic location
 
and were therefore subjected to the same cultural
 
influences. It is possible'that the,differences between
 
ethnic groupings predicted by Hupka, would be found if
 
ethnic groups were tested in their native geographical
 
location.
 
Hypothesis 4 ,
 
Ethnicity in the current sample is at the center of the
 
failure to find different patterns of responses between
 
ethnic groups, on all Munsell wheels (Figures 1-3). Factors
 
included: 1. all ethnic groups residing within the same
 
geographical area and therefore subject to similar cultural
 
influences (previous findings indicate that geographical
 
location affects color reactions(Somber & Estabrook, 1974);
 
2. ethnic groups which were not culturally homogeneous (the
 
Asian group consisted of Indonesians, Japanese and Chinese
 
participants); and 3., ethnic groups which did not truly
 
represent the diversity in personality and preferred
 
activation levels which has been reported among different
 
cultures:(Walters et al., 1982; Galineau, 1981; Seedfeldt,
 
1979; Saito, 1996; Gotz & Gotz, 1975; Robinson, 1975;
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Bjerstedt, 1960; Obonai & Masuoka, 1956; Choungourian,
 
1972). The homogeneity of lifestyle for all ethnic groups
 
currently tested, would have obscured any possible
 
differences in patterns of response, on the MunselT wheelsV^
 
Suggestions for Further Studies
 
Testing, of .color-word associations for hypothesis 1,:.. J ­
should bo compieted by testing children; it is possible that
 
children will have higher color-symbol associations than ;
 
predicted ,^by ^ Wood-.' -.Vv:
 
Patterns of color-symbol and color-affect associations
 
should be studied across various cultures. It is possible
 
that differences will be found between cultures, in types of
 
color-word associations, just as differences were found
 
between participants of different ages within the same
 
culture. More systematic attention ^ to categories of color-

word associations made by different cultures, would shed
 
additional light on the nature-nurture debate sparked by Kay
 
and Berlin's 1997 World Color Survey.
 
Lastly, future studies should pay closer attention to
 
the definitions of culture versus ethnic group, than did the
 
current study. , A dictionary definition of culture^ might be
 
"The sum total of ways of living built up by a group of
 
human beings and transmitted from one generation to
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another.- EthniGity might be .defined: as "pertainihg to or ^ .
 
characteristic Of a people/ esp^ a group... sharing a common
 
and .distinctiye:;^ religion/ lang:uage,
 
etc."(Webster*s, 19:97:). ^Ihe ethnic/grpups tested in the/
 
current study, certainly shared within themselves,
 
distinctive ways of living, learned and inherited from their
 
ancestors. More t however, the ethnic groups
 
tested in the current study also shared the common culture
 
of the geographical location in which they work and live. It
 
would be impossible to assess in each of the individuals
 
tested, the relative strengths of inherited culture, versus
 
the culture in which they live. Arguments could be made that
 
the current culture in which all participants live, would be
 
more influential than the culture of their ancestors. This
 
would mean that in spite of the ethnic groupings proposed by
 
the current study, the participants tested were more
 
culturally alike than they were different, because they all
 
live in the same geographical culture. From this
 
perspective, culture and ethnicity are not the same, and
 
future studies will have to be much more careful about how
 
they define their ethnic or cultural groupings: people with
 
different ancestors, or people who live within the same
 
cultural areas, regardless of ancestry. It is suggested
 
that the methods presented in this study, be used to test a
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variety of ethnic groups at their native geographical
 
location; this should eliminateV the confusion; of, ethnicity
 
versus .shared current culture. It is very likely that the
 
ethnic differences suggested by hypotheses 2-4 will be found
 
by evaluating ethnic groups as discrete geographical
 
locations, rather than evaluating ethnic groupings within
 
the same cultural location. Such differences, (or ,
 
similarities), would provide additional detail to the debate
 
surrounding nature-nurture and response to color.
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APPENDIX A:
 
LIST OF PRISMACOLOR PENCILS
 
WITH MUNSELL CODES
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5
10
15
20
25
30
35
Prismacoior# Color Name MunsellHue Value Chroma Hue 
1 1 i (Continuous 
RED 
1018 Pink Rose 2.5R 8 4 2.5 
929 Pink 2.5R 6 10 2.5 
1030 Raspberry Red 2.5R 4 10 2.5 
937 Tuscany Red 2.5R 3 6 2.5 
928 Blush Pink 5R 7 8 5 
926 Carmine Red 5R 6 10 5 
923 Scarlet Lake 5R 5 12 
1013 Deco Peach 7.5R 8 4 7.5 
1019 Rosy Beige 7.5R 7 2 7.5 
922 Poppy Red 7.5R 5 12 7.5 
1017 Clay Rose 7.5R 5 4 7.5 
924 Crimson Red 7.5R 4 12 7.5 
1031 Henna 7.5R 3 6 7.5 
921 Pale Vermillion 10R 6 10 10 
944 Terra Cota 10R 4 8 
946 Dark Brown 10R 3 2 10 
YELLGW-RED
 
927 Light Peach 2.5YR 8 4 12.5
 
939 Peach 2.5YR 7 8 12.5
 
1001 Salmon Pink 2.5YR 7 10 12.5
 
918 Orange 2.5YR 6 14 12.5
 
1032 Pumpkin Orange 2.5YR 5 10 12.5
 
1033 Mineral Orange 5YR 6 10 15
 
943 Burnt Ochre 5YR 5 8
 
945 Sienna Brown 5YR 4 6 15
 
941 Light Umber 7.5YR 5 8 17.5
 
947 Dark Umber 7.5YR 3 2 17.5
 
1068 French Grey 10% 10YR 9 1 20
 
997 Beige 10YR 9 4 20
 
1051 Warm Grey 10YR 7 1
 
1034 Goldenrod 10YR 7 10 20
 
1072 French Grey50% 10YR 20
 
948 Sepia 10YR ^ ■3' 20 
1058 Warm Grey 90% 10YR : 2.5 1-: 20 
YELLOW 
917 Sunburst Yellow 2.5Y 8 12 22.5 
942 Yellow Ochre 2.5Y 7 10 22.5 
1028 Bronze 2.5Y 5 6 22.5 
914 Cream 5Y 9 4 
1011 Deco Yellow 5Y 25 
1012 Jasmine 5Y 8.5 : 8- 25 
916 Canary Yellow 7.5Y 8.5 ;:vv12: 27.5 
1005 Limepeel 7.5Y 6 27.5 
915 Lemon Yellow 10Y 9 10 30 
988 Marine Green 10Y 4 4 
GREEN-YELLOW 
1004 Yellow Chartreuse 2.5GY 8.5 10 32.5 
989 Chartreuse 5GY 8 10 35 
913 Spring Green 5GY 6 8 35 
911 Olive Green 5GY 4 4 
912 Apple Green 10GY 6 10 40 
GREEN 
910 True Green 2.5G .. 7 8 42.5 
1020 Celadon Green 2.5G 7 2 42.5 
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908 Dark Green 2.5G 3 4 42.5 
920 Light Green 5G 8 6 45 
909 Grass Green 5G 5 8 45 
1021 Jade Green 7.5G 7 2 47.5 
907 Peacock Green 7.5G 3 4 47.5 
1063 Cool Grey50% 10G 5 1 50 
1065 Cool Grey70% 10G 4 1 50 
1067 Cool Grey90% 10G , 3 H'/■ ; - .I­ 50 
BLUE-GREEN 
1006 Parrot Green ^.5BG :5: ■v.? 8 52.5 
992 Light Aqua 5BG 6 55 
1016 Deco Aqua 
905 Aquamarine 
7.5BG 
7.5BG 
^ ■ , 8 
r .v"- :4 
4 57.5 
57,5 
BLUE 
1015 Deco Blue BB; - ; " ■ ■^^: '­ ■ ' ■ 4 65 
1061 Cool Grey 30% 5B ■ 6 "; .v: 1 65 
1027 Peacock Blue 5B 4 ■■ ■■ ■ 6 65 
1040 Electric Blue 7.5B 6 6 67.5 
936 Slate Gray 
1059 CoolGre7lO% 
7.5B 
10B L 
5 
8 
2 
1 
67.5 
70 
1060 CoolGrey20% 10B ^ 7 70 
919 Non-Photo Blue 10B 6 ■ 8 70 
903 True Blue 10B 5 ; 8 70 
1041 Steel 10B 4 1 70 
901 indigo Blue 10B •: 3 4 70 
PURPLE-BLUE 
904 Light Cerulean Blue 2.5PB 6 8 72.5 
1022 Mediterranean Blue 2.5PB 5 ■ 6 72.5 
906 Copenhagen Blue 2.5PB 4' 8 72.5 
1023 Cloud Blue 5PB ■7- : : 8 75 
1024 Blue Slate 5PB ■ ■ ■ . - 6 8 75 
1025 Periwinkle 5PB 6 75 
902 Ultramarine 7.5PB 3 12 77.5 
933 Violet Blue 7.5PB 2.5 10 77.5 
1007 Imperial Violet 10PB 3 8 80 
PURPLE 
932 Violet 2.5P 3 6 82.5 
1008 Parma Violet 5P 5 10 85 
956 Lilac 7.5P 6 10 87.5 
934 Lavender 10P 6 8 90 
RED-PURPLE 
995 Mulberry 2.5RP 5 10 92.5 
1009 Dehlia Purple 2.5RP 3 6 92.5 
931 Dark Purple 2.5RP 3 4 92.5 
996 Black Grape 2.5RP 2.5 4 92.5 
993 Hot Pink 5RP 6 10 95 
994 Process Red 5RP 5 10 95 
1026 Greyed Lavender 7.5RP 7 4 97.5 
1029 Mahogany Red 7.5RP 4 6 97.5. 
1014 Deco Pink 10RP 8 6 100 
930 Magenta 10RP 5 10 100 
BLACK/WHITE 
935 Black 0 
938 White 10 
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HUES Available Sampled 0% 
(Munsell) (Pencils) Sampled 
Red 122 16 13.11% 
Yellow-Red 108 17 15.74% 
Yellow 140 10 7.14% 
Green-Yellow 124 6 4.83% 
Green 91 10 10.99% 
Blue-Green 86 4 4.65% 
Blue 94 11 11,70% 
Purple-Blue 128 9 7.03% 
Purple 120 4 3.33% 
Red-Purple 121 10 8.26% 
BlacldWhite 2 
TOTALS 1134 99 8.73% 
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Please answer all items before turning each page. 
00 
Please vyrite: Whattime is It right now? 
Circle: 
AM 
PM 
Please write three wordsthat describe how 
you feel right now: 
Please Circle:
 
Gender:
 
Please Circle:
 
GO Ethnic Group:
CJ1
 
Please Circle:
 
M
 
Black
 
White
 
Hispanic
 
Asian
 
Other
 
Married
 
Single
 
Please Circle:
 
In the Morning
 
I work best:
 
In the Afternoon
 
In the Evening
 
At Night
 
Piease Write:
 
Your Age
 
Please Circle
 
Education:
 
—up to High School
 
-up to AA,2 yr college
 
-up to BA,4 yr univ.
 
-up tp MA
 
-up to PhD and more
 
Plfease Circle Yes or No in anwerto thefollowing questions: 
1 Mre you rainer lively/ yes no 
2 Do you enjoy meeting new people? 
no 
3 Do you like going outa lot? yes no 
CO 
4 Would you call yourself happy-go-lucky? yes hp 
5 Are you mostly quiet when you are with other people? yes no 
6 Do you like mixing with people? yes no 
7 Do you often make decisions on the spur ofthe moment? no 
8 Do you like plenty of bustle and excitement around you? yes no 
9 Do you nearly always have a"ready answer"when people talk to ^you? y©s no 
10 Can you easily adapt to new and unusual situations? yes ho 
FAVORITE COLORS: 
Please color each square: 
Favorite Colorfor my Bedroom: 
3words thatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
Fayorite color for Outside ofa House: 
00 
Favorite Color for a Car: 
3words thatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
Fayorite Color for Shirt or Blouse: 
3wordsthatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
Favorite Color for Rants or Skirt 
3words that come to mind when I look at this color: 
Try outcolors here:
 
FAVORITE COLORS: 
Most Favorite Color 
3wordsthatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
CO 
00 
Next Favorite Color 
3words that come to mind when I look at this color: 
Third Favorite Color 
3words that conrie to mind when I look at this color: 
Try out colors here: 
DISLIKED COLORS: 
Most Disliked Color 
3words thatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
00 
IX) 
Next Disliked Color 
3words thatcome to mind when I look at this color: 
Third Disliked Color 
3words thatcome to.mind when I look at this color: 
Try out colors here: 
PLEASE SELECT THE BEST COLOR 
o 
HAPPY 
LOYAL 
SAP 
PROUD 
AFFRAID dIEALOUS 
TRY COLORS HERE: 
APPENDIX D:
 
INFORMED CONSENT FOR ANONYMOUS
 
PARTICIPATION
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StudyID# OiP^)
 
STUDYIN HUMANRESPONSETOCOLOR
 
INFORMEDCONSENTFORM
 
In this study wearetrying to find outifagevmarital status,personalityvethnic and
 
educational backgrounds, and type ofcolor(brightness,shade,etc.), have asignificant

effecton preferenceofeolorjaad on associatioiis between colors aiMi words,arid colors
 
and^lings lliis study is contiucted^b^^
 
partofa graduate thesis project Ovidia is being supervised in this study by Dr.Frederic
 
Newton and by Dr.Cynthia Crawford. Thisstudy has been approved bythe Department
 
ofPsychology Institutional Review Board ofCalifornia State University,San Bernardino.
 
In this study we will be asking youto selectfavorite or disliked colorsfrom a set
 
of 99colored pencils,and color in squares in response to questions. You will have the
 
opportunity to try out pencils atthe bottom ofeach answersheet as you decide onwhich
 
Sh^eto pick. Youcan re-use any pencil as often as you wish,and take all thetime you
 
need. Weask that you place each pencil used,in the tray nextto your answer sheet.
 
TTiere are no right or wrong answers,and no risk involved in your participation in this
 
experiment.
 
Please do not put your name or any otherinformation that could be used to
 
identify you,anywhere on any ofthe answer sheets. Your participation is strictly
 
anonymousand voluntary.
 
Any questions aboutthis study or your participation in this research shouldbe
 
directed to Dr.Frederic Newton at(909)880-5588,orto Dr.Cynthia Crawford at
 
(909)880-7416.
 
By placing an"X"onthe line below,Iacknowledge thatI have been informed of,
 
arid understand the true nature and purpose ofthis study,and freely consentto
 
participate. I acknowledge thatIam atleast 18 years ofage.
 
C70
Today's Date: I j
Place an"X"here:
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CONCEPT/SYMBOL
 
Cool
 
Bright
 
Girly
 
Nice
 
Sweet
 
Pale
 
Me
 
Open
 
Grass
 
Durable
 
Simple
 
Silent
 
Soft
 
Sky
 
Rich
 
Thin
 
Elegant
 
Forest
 
Feces
 
AFFECT/EMOTION
 
Lively
 
Fun
 
Too Happy
 
Peaceful
 
Calm
 
Outgoing
 
Blah
 
Vibrant
 
Somber
 
Serious
 
Happy
 
Romantic
 
Disgust
 
Sexy
 
Shocking
 
Excitement
 
Cheerful
 
Stressful
 
Sad
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Hypothesis 2: General Preference and Dislike, Spearman^s Rho^s:
 
Ethnicity
 
1. White vs. other,
 
2. Hispanic vs. Black
 
3. Black vs. Asian
 
4. White vs. other
 
5. Hispanic vs. Black
 
6. Black vs. Asian
 
7. White vs. other
 
8. Hispanic vs. Black
 
9. Black vs. Asian
 
10.White vs. other
 
11.Hispanic vs. Black
 
12.Black vs. Asian
 
13.White vs. other
 
14.Hispanic vs. Black
 
15.Black vs. Asian
 
16.White vs. other
 
17.Hispanic vs. Black
 
18.Black vs. Asian
 
19.White vs. other
 
20.Hispanic vs. Black
 
21.Black vs. Asian
 
22.White vs. other
 
23.Hispanic vs. Black
 
24.Black vs. Asian
 
25.White vs. other
 
26.Hispanic vs. Black
 
27.Black vs. Asian
 
28.White vs. other
 
29.Hispanic vs. Black
 
30.Black vs. Asian
 
31.White vs. other
 
32.Hispanic vs. Black
 
33.Black vs. Asian
 
34.White vs. other
 
35.Hispanic vs. Black
 
36.Black vs. Asian
 
Color Dimension df
 
1st favorite hue 220
 
1st favorite hue 220
 
1st favorite hue 220
 
1st favorite brightness 220
 
1st favorite brightness 220
 
1st favorite brightness 220
 
, 1st favorite saturation 220
 
1st favorite saturation 220
 
1st favorite saturation 220
 
1st disliked hue 219
 
1st disliked hue 219
 
1st disliked hue 219
 
1st disliked brightness 219
 
1st disliked brightness 219
 
1st disliked brightness 219
 
1st disliked saturation 219
 
1st disliked saturation 219
 
1st disliked saturation 219
 
top 3 favorite hue 659
 
top 3 favorite hue 659
 
top 3 favorite hue 659
 
top 3 favorite bright. 659
 
top 3 favorite bright. 659
 
top 3 favorite bright. 659
 
top 3 favorite saturat. 659
 
top 3 favorite saturat. 659
 
top 3 favorite saturat. 659
 
top 3 disliked hue 650
 
top 3 disliked hue 650
 
top 3 disliked hue 650
 
top 3 disliked bright. 650
 
top 3 disliked bright. 650
 
top 3 disliked bright. 650
 
top 3 disliked saturat. 650
 
top 3 disliked saturat. 650
 
top 3 disliked saturat. 650
 
Coeff. Sig.
 
0.240 .000^^
 
-0.038 .578
 
-0.216 .001*^
 
0.118 .080
 
-0.104 .123
 
0.001 .993
 
0.038 .579
 
-0.137 .043*
 
0.020 .766
 
-0.012 .854
 
0.030 .658
 
-0.106 .118
 
-0.038 .580
 
-0.021 .757
 
0.053 .431
 
0.019 .784
 
0.039 .566
 
0.090 .183
 
0.132 . .001**
 
-0.021 .587
 
-0.047 .225
 
0.068 .083
 
-0.001 .977
 
-0.103 .008*
 
0.042 .281
 
-0.063 .105
 
-0.024 .535
 
0.000 .992
 
0.071 ,070
 
-0.090 .022*
 
-0.061 .123
 
-0.033 .394
 
0.069 .078
 
0.048 .225
 
0.028 .473
 
0.009 .827
 
''significant to p < .05, 2-tailed; **significant to £ < .001, 2-tailed
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Hypothesis 2; Context-Specific Preference, Spearman Rho^s:
 
Ethnicity Color Dimension df Coeff. Sig.
 
1. White vs. other. bedroom hue 220 0.105 .122
 
2. Hispanic vs. Black bedroom hue 220 -0.005 .944
 
3. Black vs. Asian bedroom hue 220 0.071 .293
 
4. White vs. other bedroom brightness 220 -0.017 . .804
 
5. Hispanic vs. Black bedroom brightness 220 0.022 .747
 
6. Black vs. Asian bedroom brightness 220 -0.122 .071
 
7. White vs. other. bedroom saturation 220 0.099 .145
 
8.. Hispanic vs. Black bedroom saturation 220 -0.118 .081
 
9. Black vs. Asian bedroom saturation 220 0.158 .019*
 
10.White vs. other house hue 221 0.018 .792
 
11.Hispanic vs. Black house hue 221 -0.095 .159
 
12.Black vs. Asian house hue 221 -0.066 .330
 
13.White vs. other house brightness 221 -0.038 .579
 
14.Hispanic vs. Black house brightness 221 0.064 .341
 
15.Black vs. Asian house brightness 221 0.012 .864
 
16.White vs. other house saturation 221 -0.006 .926
 
17.Hispanic vs. Black house saturation 221 -0.101 .135
 
18.Black vs. Asian house saturation 221 -0.053 .436
 
19.White vs. other car hue 220 0.047 .484
 
20.Hispanic vs. Black car hue 220 -0.036 .600
 
21.Black vs. Asian car hue 220 0.015 .821
 
22.White vs. other car brightness 220 0.075 .269
 
23.Hispanic vs. Black car brightness 220 0.082 .224
 
24.Black vs. Asian car brightness 220 -0.121 .073
 
25.White vs. other car saturation 220 0.019 .778
 
26.Hispanic vs. Black car saturation 220 0.080 .235
 
27.Black vs. Asian car saturation 220 0.001 .983
 
28.White vs. other shirt hue 221 0.119 .077
 
29.Hispanic vs. Black shirt hue 221 -0.045 .509
 
30.Black vs. Asian shirt hue 221 -0.019 .776
 
31.White vs. other shirt brightness 221 0.018 .787
 
32.Hispanic vs. Black shirt brightness 221 -0.072 .286
 
33.Black vs. Asian shirt brightness 221 -0.159 .018*
 
34.White vs. other shirt saturation 221 0.011 .868
 
35.Hispanic vs. Black shirt saturation 221 -0.102 .131
 
36.Black vs. Asian shirt saturation 221 0.130 .054
 
37.White vs. other pants hue 220 0.079 .244
 
38.Hispanic vs. Black pants hue 220 -0.078 .200
 
39.Black vs. Asian pants hue 220 0.106 .116
 
40.White vs. other pants brightness 220 0.047 .484
 
41.Hispanic vs. Black pants brightness 220 -0.013 .853
 
42.Black vs. Asian pants brightness 220 0.054 .429
 
43.White vs. other pants saturation 220 0.097 .152
 
44.Hispanic vs. Black pants saturation 220 -0.080 .234
 
45.Black vs. Asian pants saturation 220 0.083 .218
 
'significant to p < .05, 2-tailed; **significant to p < .001, 2-tailed
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 Hypothesis 3: Colors Associated with Emotion: Spearman Rho^s:
 
Ethnicity
 
1. White vs. other.
 
2. Hispanic vs. Black
 
3. Black vs. Asian
 
4. White vs. other
 
5. Hispanic vs. Black
 
6. Black vs. Asian
 
7. White vs. other
 
8. Hispanic vs. Black
 
9. Black vs. Asian
 
10.White vs. other
 
11.Hispanic vs. Black
 
12.Black vs. Asian
 
13.White vs. other
 
14.Hispanic vs. Black
 
15.Black vs. Asian
 
16.White vs. other
 
17.Hispanic vs. Black
 
18.Black vs. Asian
 
19.White vs. other
 
20.Hispanic vs. Black
 
21.Black vs. Asian
 
22.White vs. other
 
23.Hispanic vs. Black
 
24.Black vs. Asian
 
25.White vs. other
 
26.Hispanic vs. Black
 
27.Black vs. Asian
 
28.White vs. other
 
29.Hispanic vs. Black
 
30.Black vs. Asian
 
31.White vs. other
 
32.Hispanic vs. Black
 
33.Black vs. Asian
 
34.White vs. other
 
35.Hispanic vs. Black
 
36.Black vs. Asian
 
37.White vs. other
 
38.Hispanic vs. Black
 
39.Black vs. Asian
 
40.White vs. other
 
41.Hispanic vs. Black
 
42.Black vs. Asian
 
43.White vs. other
 
44.Hispanic vs. Black
 
45.Black vs. Asian
 
46.White vs. other
 
47.Hispanic vs. Black
 
48.Black vs. Asian
 
49.White vs. other
 
50.Hispanic vs. Black
 
51.Black vs. Asian
 
Color Dimension
 
happy hue
 
happy hue
 
happy hue
 
happy brightness
 
happy brightness
 
happy brightness
 
happy saturation
 
happy saturation
 
h^ppy saturation
 
loyal hue
 
loyal hue
 
loyal hue
 
loyal brightness
 
loyal brightness
 
loyal brightness
 
loyal saturation
 
loyal saturation
 
loyal saturation
 
afraid hue
 
afraid hue
 
afraid hue
 
afraid brightness
 
afraid brightness
 
afraid brightness
 
afraid saturation
 
afraid saturation
 
afraid saturation
 
sad hue
 
sad hue
 
sad hue
 
sad brightness
 
sad brightness
 
sad brightness
 
sad saturation
 
sad saturation
 
sad saturation
 
proud hue
 
proud hue
 
proud hue
 
proud brightness
 
proud brightness
 
proud brightness
 
proud saturation
 
proud saturation
 
proud saturation
 
jealous hue
 
jealous hue
 
jealous hue
 
jealous brightness
 
jealous brightness
 
jealous brightness
 
df
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
220
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
218
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
219
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
217
 
Coeff. Sig.
 
0.067 .325
 
-0.026 .697
 
0.012 .865
 
0.118 .082
 
0.083 .221
 
-0.189 ,.005*
 
0.007 .923
 
0.164 .015*
 
-0.005 .946 .
 
0.115 .091
 
0.026 .704
 
0.008 .906
 
-0.124 .068
 
-0.044 .516
 
-0.059 .387
 
0.064 .345
 
0.027 .694
 
-0.074 .227
 
0.014 .838
 
-0.077 .255
 
-0.005 .937
 
-0.061 .372
 
-0.049 .468
 
0.042 .535
 
-0.025 .710
 
-0.051 .452
 
0.071 .297
 
0.239 .000**
 
0.114 .092
 
-0.069 .308
 
0.219 .001**
 
0.094 .166
 
-0.064 .349
 
0.115 .090
 
0.123 .068
 
0.087 .200
 
0.023 .733
 
0.102 .134
 
-0.051 .455
 
0.005 .939
 
0.012 .862
 
-0.085 .213
 
0.143 .035*
 
0.018 .793
 
-0.097 .155
 
0.088 .198
 
0.065 .343
 
-0.086 .209
 
0.132 .053
 
0.003 .960
 
0,068 .319
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52.White vs. other jealous saturation 217 0.140 .040"'*'
 
53.Hispanic vs. Black jealous saturation 217 0.047 .491
 
54.Black vs. Asian jealous saturation 217 -0.045 .510
 
significant to p < .05, 2-tailed; ^^signifleant to p < .001, 2-tailed
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APPENDIX G:
 
GROUPING OF MUNSELL HUE FOR
 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSES
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HUEGROUP#5
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Re-coding of Hue as Red, Yellow,Green,Blue and Purple,for Chl-Square Analyses.
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